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Click the TEDMood link on our 
website. 



To log in to TEDMood as a student

Username: name.surname
Password: Write Ted and then the 
first 6 digits of the Turkish ID No

Example: 
Username : nil.tulukas
Password: Ted000000



When you log in successfully, the 
main page of the TEDMood account 

will appear. 

To see the course titles of your 
student, scroll down on the page.  



Click on any course title 
to see the activities. 

Make sure that your 
student checks each 

course. 



The course page including al the information 
belonging to the course you clicked from the 

beginning of this school year will open. 
Scroll down on the page to the most recent 

activities shared on 23 March. 



Under the titles stated daily or weekly, you will 
see the content of each course and the 

activities carefully prepared by the teachers 
according to the subject.  

The students should carefully examine the 
contents and they should fulfill the tasks as 

required.  
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You will see an explanation page when you click on the 
homework symbol. The students will understand how 

they will submit their homework according to the 
explanations on this page.  

If the teacher asks the students to submit their homework via 
e-mail like in this example, the students will e-mail their 
homework. They must write their class, name, surname, and 
the homework date as they send the e-mail.  



You will see an explanation page when you click on the 
homework symbol. The students will understand how 

they will submit their homework according to the 
explanations on this page.  

If the teacher asks the students to 
submit their homework on TEDMood
as in this example, the students will 

click Add submission after they 
complete their homework. 



The students drag and drop their 
homework file here. Once the 

homework is uploaded, they click 
Save Changes button.  


